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npcscan2 does most of what addons like pathfind2, but what i want, it shows a path on the minimap. i like to be able to quickly take a look at what is in my way, so i can form a plan. npcscan2 does not do that. i have go to the minimap, click
on a point and that is it. while being able to path find and see what is in your way is a helpful mechanic, it is not the only mechanic. it does not get around the need to be able to spot enemies before they spot you. i know what my turn, or

straight, is and i know who i am tracking, or if they are out of range. i have maps of all of azeroth, or the four open continents. i don't have to see the player before i can track them. i want to know what is ahead. npcscan2 does not change the
way that i fight. a few of the key features: hover over a rare mob on your map to see its name and the path it travels in. highlight a rare to see the path it travels in on your map. (this will stop you from also hving over a mob that might not be
the one you want, but it only takes a few seconds to rescan the area) click a rare name on your map to mark all the paths they travel in red on your map. ability to change the color of the path and area. ive gotten really tired of trying to figure

out what is what on the normal map, so at the moment, this is setup so the paths are red. config file to allow you to change the icons used for the paths, and show them or not. visible popup that will show you what mob is who and where
along its path. keyboard commands and macros to show/hide the rare types list, and to open the rare spawn on the map. displays all the npc scanning info on a single tab. shows: type of trigger. shows what type of mob it was when it was

tracked. npc id. (the number it was assigned when npc scan tracked it) level. (in levels) distance. (in map zones) zones. (where it was located) exp. (how much xp it was worth) heal. (how much health it healed) heal price. (how much health it
healed) death. (how much health it dropped) msg. (any messages it gave) zones clickable. shows where it was located on the map. shows the npc scan overlay key on the map (or on the top left corner)
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